Practice Activity: Identifying Record Types

Record 1 of 10

A book published by the Church
Answer:

Published records
Newspaper article about a new Church building
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Answer:

Published Records
A letter written from a missionary to her family
Answer:

Personal Records
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A painting created by a member
Answer:

Art and Artifacts
Video of a ward function (electronic file, video taken by a member and not done as part of this member’s calling)
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Answer:

Personal Records
(Done by a member without being asked by a Church leader)
A member’s journal
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Answer:

Personal Records
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A printed program from a stake conference
Answer:

Local Church Records
Pre-1978 minute book from a branch
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Answer:

Local Church Records
Record 9 of 10

WORSHIP SERVICE
10:30 to 11:00 AM
ALL INVITED

Original meetinghouse sign from 1882
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Answer:

Art and Artifacts
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Photos from a missionary
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Answer:

Personal Records